Does your sales cycle fluctuate during the year? Of course it does, there is a season for everything, and Ketchie is the precision machining partner for many companies that serve all of the seasons of agriculture. Our manufacturing clients make both light & commercial equipment from cultivating & tilling, harvesting, cleaning & processing, to storage & distribution. We will work with you to estimate your seasonal demand so that you have the parts on your shelf you need for production, but aren’t stuck with a warehouse of parts gathering dust.

At Ketchie, we are always curious about how our customers use our parts. That curiosity combined with our talented machinists helps us make custom parts that work for you. We are prepared to handle your orders; from thousands of pieces for your equipment assembly or just one piece for an urgent repair. Ketchie has the resources and experience to help keep your production line moving, never compromise on quality, and keep your profits growing.

Put Ketchie quality to work for you today!

A Ketchie little agriculture story . . .

When a manufacturing customer needed a large number of customized bearings for their agricultural machinery product line, they wanted bearings that were made in America, of the highest quality materials, and competitive in price. Ketchie delivered. We located a foundry and negotiated for volume pricing, then went to work designing the housing. We were willing to make the up-front investment in a bulk order of castings and partnered with this OEM customer to manage their supply chain. Ketchie maintained their inventory and then shipped complete bearing units based on their production schedule.

We’re invested in your success.